Slam at the Dam Entry Form
Sunday June 2, 2019
Single car events are $10 each; Team Events are $20 per team; Train Race $30
$25 Registrations Fee AFTER May 29, 2019
All participants (single car or team) MUST fill out:

Paper Entry Form; Driver Information Form and Insurance Waivers

Entry forms may be dropped off at the track office or mailed:
Track Office Hours:
Starting in March
Mon - Friday 10AM - 2PM

Mail to:

Beaver Dam Raceway
N7086 Raceway Rd
Beaver Dam , WI 53916

ALL GLASS (EXCEPT WINDSHIELD) MUST BE REMOVED BEFORE COMING TO TRACK
PIT SCHEDULE
FOR
RACE DAY

2:30PM
3PM - 5:30PM
6:00PM
6:30PM

Pit Gates Open and Tech begins
MANDATORY TECH for all ENTRIES
Drivers Meeting
Opening Ceremonies with the 1st event to follow

SCHEDULED EVENTS INCLUDE
BACK UP RACE!
$150 to win - 8 car min
8 Lap race - Must drive car around the clay oval
SPIN & WIN RACE!
$200 to win - 8 car min
8 Lap race - Must drive car around the clay oval
Must spin out at least once on each lap
Spin can be made on front or back straight only
STRONGER THAN THE WALL RACE!
$150 to win - 8 car min
8 lap race
Must drive car around clay oval
Each lap driver must rub the outside concrete
Rubbing made on front or back straight only

SKI RACING!
$100 to win - 8 car min
8 lap race
Front wheel drive car with ski's in place of rear wheels
THE GUANTLET RACE!
$50 to win - 8 car min
First 10 entries get into Gauntlet
Slam @the Dam cars work together to stop the Gauntlet Bus
before it completes 6 laps
TRAILER/FLOAT RACE!
$50 to win - 8 car min PRE ENTRY Only - First 20 will race
Winner gets a trophy
Trailers should be themed - Fans vote best entry
Single axle trailers only
NO PINTLE Hitches
The last Slam at the Dam car pulling a rolling trailer wins

LIGHTS OUT!
$150 to win - 8 car min
10 lap race with track lights out
Only battery powered lights
No stock headlights or taillights; Decorative lights encouraged
ONLY 4 Cylinder Cars
BURN OUT CONTEST! (FIRST 12 Entered)
$150 to win - 4 cylinder cars only
Hubcaps must be removed
Water only NO Chemicals
Fans Judge
SCHOOL BUS RACE!
$200 to win - 8 bus min
10 lap race
ROLLOVER CONTEST!
$250 to win - 5 car min
1 chance to roll vehichle off ramp
In event of tie - a roll off will determine winner
5 -point harness and neck brace STRONGLY suggested!

Team Events
PUSH CAR RACE!
$250 to win - 8 car min
Six 2-car teams race from standing start for 4 laps
The object of race is to push a diabled car around the track
Top two teams advance to the 6 lap feature
BUMP & RUN RACE!
$200 to win - 20 car min
6 - 2 car teams from standing start 4 laps
Top 2 teams and 1 voted from fans advance
TEAM CRUISER RACE!
$200 to win - 20 car min
20 Lap Feature, 4, 6, 8 cylinder engines
Driver Steers & Brakes - Passenger works the gas pedal
TRAIN RACE!
$150 to win
Six 3-car teams race from standing start for 4 laps
Cars must be chained loosely together with minimum of
10 feet between the cars

